Carbonite Mosaic is built to get high-quality video onto your large-screen display. This video-image processor can output a canvas size of over 20 million pixels.

**Features/Benefits**

- Powered by 10 independently-controlled tiles for single or multiple canvases.
- Complete set of video-processing resources guarantee a uniform look across your display.
- Flexible architecture means each input can be loaded with still images for simple branding or backup sources.
- Simple DashBoard interface makes it easy to call a preset layout or create your own unique layout.
FLEXIBLE CANVASES
With 10 independently-controlled tile outputs, it’s easy to put together a massive single display or feed multiple displays across your venue. Mosaic provides the resources and operational features needed to get creative with your large displays.

LEADING SOLUTION
Carbonite Mosaic and XPression Tessera team up for high-quality upscaled video and beautiful pixel-accurate graphics on your display. Live has never looked this good.

INTEGRATED CONTROL
Carbonite Mosaic is part of the DashBoard ecosystem. DashBoard can form the backbone for a complete, integrated control environment. Using DashBoard, control of virtually any device, including Mosaic, large displays, audio systems, mechanical devices and even lighting systems can be reduced to simple, one-button operations.